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By Ed Hillyer

Little, Brown Book Group. Paperback. Book Condition: new. BRAND NEW, Colour Me Bad: Stress Out,
Colour in, Deface, Obliterate, Ed Hillyer, Putting the stress back into colouring books, this is your
chance to colour outside of the lines, to rip, rend, tear and destroy, scribble, deface or obliterate the
images. Dump on your distress! Take out your frustrations on the page! Evil Editor ILYA I. KILLYA has
assembled a crack team of top professional cartoonists and illustrators to 'toon up your terrors,
throw out your troubles and definitively trash your traumas. Fill in these visual fillips, images of
stress - distressed bods, stressful situations, the daily tripe that messes with your melons - and end it,
any way you care to, however you dare to: Get creative, be artistic, play anarchic. Feel free to go as
twisted or rude as you like! HELLO, KILL YOU Pet hates, bugbears, bastard bloody botheration!
Stressy folks, hateful objects, hate figures - from traffic wardens to politicians, forever pissing on
your chips - Big Blue Blistering Barnacles! 'Unexpected item in the bagging area.' ARRGGH! Second-
hand smoke? Or is it the self-righteous anti-smoking lobby? GRRR! The missed bus, the long queue,
the computer forever crashing...
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A brand new eBook with a new standpoint. I have got read through and i also am confident that i will gonna read again once again down the road. Once
you begin to read the book, it is extremely difficult to leave it before concluding.
-- Miss Sha nnon Hilll V-- Miss Sha nnon Hilll V

Complete guideline for pdf lovers. It is definitely basic but shocks within the 50 percent of your ebook. I am easily could get a pleasure of studying a created
publication.
-- Pr of . Elwyn B oehm  MD-- Pr of . Elwyn B oehm  MD
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